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Logo Mark
This is the primary design with Mue’s primary 
colour scheme it should be used as the primary 
logo where possible.

It is constructed from a plus for new and each 
other corner representing a “tab”.

The logo can be resized and used while staying 
within the guidelines.

FULL COLOUR LOGO MARK

BLACK VERSION WHITE VERSION
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Creation
The logo was created by the GitHub user Chimzy 
Pahndah, [https://github.com/chimzycash] it was 
submitted via an issue request on the 11th May 2019. 
Pahndah then spoke with David Ralph regarding 
colour and capitalisation of the text next to the icon.

Since original creation the logo has continued 
tenure with colour changes in slight rebranding.
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Incorrect Usage
Simple guidlines to prevent incorrect usage 
and keep logo identity consistent when in use.

Refer to this guide when creating new material 
to insure the consistency guidlines are met.

Don’t add
shadows or other effects

Don’t change 
orientation

Don’t obstruct 
with objects

Don’t change the 
aspect ratio

Don’t change
the order of elements
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Colours
These are the main colours used in the 
branding.

Text and logo aspects should be kept to 
these colours or standard black and white.

Hex
#ffb032
RGB
255 176 50

Light

Hex
#dd3b67
RGB
221 59 103

Hex
#343b48

RGB
53 59 72

Hex
#2e3441

RGB
46 52 65

Hex
#f0efef

RGB
240 239 239

Hex
#ffb032

RGB
219 220 219

LIGHT

DARK



For the 
modern web.
Lexend Deca

Добрый день
Montserrat

Lexend Deca
Primary font used across website and product. 
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Lexend+Deca

Montserrat
Secondary font used for Cryillic alphabet. 
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat
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Logo Typography
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Glossary
File Formats
PNG
Portal Network Graphics file format, 
supporting loseless data compression 
supporting palette-based images, gray-
scale and full-color, non-pallete-based 
images. Typically higher quality picture 
than JPEG / JPG files.

JPEG/JPG
Name deriving from the developers 
“Joint Photographic Experts Group”, this 
is a lossy compression for digital images. 
It’s degree of compression can be 
adjusted but will increase file size. It is 
less higher quality picture than that of a 
PNG or vector file.

SVG
Scalable Vector Graphics are an xml 
based “vector” image format for graph-
ics which can scale infinently without 
losing information. 



Questions
For any questions regarding the Mue Brand 
Guidelines, please contact via email.

hello@muetab.com
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